ABSTRACT Biological signals represent patterns of change in the rhythms of biological systems providing a complementary way to study the dynamics of these systems. The research reported in this paper is based on methodological approaches used to quantify the dynamical fluctuations of neurophysiological systems. We use time-frequency representation techniques including spatial coupling and spatial wavelet phase coherence to analyze the dynamics of electroencephalographic (EEG) signals in different frequency bands in the form of topographic maps. The distribution of power in different frequency bands is computed. The findings indicated that the power in delta frequency band is mainly distributed in prefrontal and occipital regions, whereas, power in theta band is distributed in fronto-occipital regions. The power in alpha band is distributed in posterior and extended to anterior, power in beta band in posterior and prefrontal regions and gamma band power is dominant in prefrontal and occipital regions. All the frequency bands are involved in different activities in one way or other, however alpha band power revealed dominant anterior-posterior activity where the eye-closed (EC) coherence is higher than eye open (EO) coherence. The phase-phase CFC on multichannel EEG signals with EC and EO during resting state is also computed to investigate which brain regions are affected by phase modulation of low frequency bands. Coupling in different frequency bands is estimated using dynamic Bayesian inference approach. This approach can detect the phase connectivity within a network of time varying coupled oscillator subject to the noise. The self, direct, and common coupling scheme showed strong coupling in delta-alpha to alpha (δ, α → α) and theta-alpha to alpha (θ, α → α) bands. However, moderate couplings are found in theta-gamma to gamma (θ, γ → γ ), alpha-gamma to gamma (α, γ → γ ), and delta-gamma to gamma δ, γ → γ ) bands.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biological signals represent the pattern of change of a living system that are critical to understand the dynamics of healthy biological systems and how pathological disturbance and/or aging affect their robustness. With the advent of modern computerized data acquisition system, monitoring devices and instrumentational technologies, the field of biomedical signal processing is experiencing a tremendous growth and popularity. Considerable interest has been found to develop innovative methods and tools for biomedical signal processing during last two decades. In this paper methodological approach is used to quantify the dynamics of neurophysiological systems. Biological signals are basically the output of multiple interacting components of a biological system exhibiting complicated patterns. These patterns of changes may contain useful hidden information about the dynamics of these systems. It is unrealistic to extract valuable information using traditional data analysis techniques. The research evidences suggest that various approaches such as time-frequency analysis, entropy based complexity measures and their computational tools have been used to study the cardiac autonomic control of the nervous system by performing HRV analysis, human gait dynamic using stride interval time series data and neurophysiological system using EEG or EMG signals [1] , [2] . The researchers [3] employed threshold dependent symbolic entropy to compute the complexity of EEG signals during resting state with eye open and closed condition. Moreover, recently [3] - [7] also investigated the complexity of various physiological signals using information theoretic approaches. Based on the varying characteristics of neurophysiological signals, [4] , [8] , [9] extracted multimodal features extracting strategies to investigate the dynamics of prostate cancer detection and EEG signals to detect epileptic seizures and Alzhiemer Disease.
Recently, the brain's spatiotemporal dynamics have been investigated using the neurophysiological techniques such as MEG and EEG etc. In normal resting state EEG, the nonlinear dynamical measures have been used to investigate the dynamics in normal EEG mainly in alpha rhythm. Previous research reveal that normal EEG signals show weak but knowingly nonlinear structure [10] , [11] . The results from previous studies also show that alpha activity in normal individuals during eye-closed (EC) resting condition is suppressed and dominant as visual stimulation. Moreover, when the individual open their eyes the alpha activity is seen decreased during posterior and occipital regions [12] - [14] .
For time series interrelationship analysis, an appropriate method of time series analysis is required to study its dynamics. In the past few decades, the researchers have investigated multivariate nature of data including different applications such as wavelet based time frequency coherence, synchronization analysis [15] to study the neuronal oscillatory pattern [16] , intrahemispheric, interhemispheric, and distal EEG coherence in Alzheimer's disease (AD) [17] . Likewise, wavelet phase coherence is used to quantify the relationship between blood flow, temperature, harmonic detection, instantaneous heart rate in time localized coherence and nonsinusodial oscillations [18] , [19] , rotary machines fault diagnosis using wavelet [20] , Cardiorespiratory interaction with aging [21] and wavelet phase coherence to analyze the cerebral tissue oxyhemoglobin concentrations signals and arteria blood pressure to measure the dynamics of cerebral autoregulation (dCA) for postural change response [22] .
The intrinsic neuronal functions and response to stimuli can be understood from resting state activity patterns of EEG [23] , [24] . The rhythmic fluctuations in EEG signals are different during eye open and eye-closed conditions. Different approaches in numerous studies such as spectral analysis of EEG signals in EO and EC conditions have been employed. The connectivity patterns and neuronal functions may be specific to neuronal activity's frequency range [2] , and topographic relationship can be measured using EEG coherence which is a function of particular frequency range.
Moreover, according to the global neuronal dynamical system, the local neuronal population activity is coordinated and modulated at different spatiotemporal scales. The divergence and convergence of information and integration and communication in different cell assemblies according to the dynamical systems is known as cross frequency coupling (CFC). According to this system, different oscillatory systems communicate in accurate time, distribute and control information in cell assemblies [25] and spatial brain information is promoted in different cell assemblies [26] - [28] . CFC is a mechanism to integrate different distinct frequencies to a more regulatory structure by interacting between different frequency bands. During CFC, the phase is synchronized which is playing different functions in brain including phase coupling in different brain areas, same-frequency, cross location and regulate the inter-area communication whereas cross-frequency, same location for global communication.
When the exact frequencies are coupled together it means that the independent coupling channels coexist simultaneously during the activity. By computing coupling strength, we aimed to have CFC to modulate effectively the distinct functional networks with temporal resolution. The couplings strengths are calculated from partial components namely self, direct and common couplings.
The brain functioning in different aspects is investigated using the phase synchronization (using amplitude-amplitude or phase-phase CFC). The inter-area communication regulations have significantly been investigated by [29] - [31] where coupling between different brain regions was obtained with same frequency phase and cross location. Similarly, the communication between spatiotemporal scales can be regulated using cross frequency coupling and same location. The phase-phase CFC have been extensively studied by [32] - [34] to compute the coupling at different frequency ranges e.g. in NREM sleep, the correlations of firing rate patterns were observed six to seven time faster. Moreover, frequency specific neural dynamics have been studied by [26] to investigate the complex neural dynamics. Using neuronal cell assemblies, the brain processes can be efficiently integrated being oscillated with different cell assemblies synchronously. The complex temporal patterns can be stored using enhanced combinational opportunities and to optimize the synaptic weights used in conjunction with relevant algorithms. Recently CFC is used to investigate the dynamics of neuronal communication and computation, and cognitive learning [25] , [35] . The local cortical processing in the brain are reflected by the high frequency range, whereas brain activities in low frequency range are dynamically distributed across different brain regions by both external sensory inputs and internal cognitive events. Thus, CFC can play a vital role in transferring information from large scale networks being operated by behavioral time scales to the local cortical processing and information is integrated by multiple temporal scales. Thus, the accurate timing and separated information between the oscillatory rhythms can be reintegrated using CFC. Consequently, the complete and accurate picture regarding the processed information in the brain can be best described using the cross-frequency coupling.
Recently, researchers emphasise more to investigate the coherence, correlation and coupling in EEG data through interaction and topographic maps to see the brain coherent activity as various brain pathologies such as depression, schizophrenia, writing disabilities, and ADHD can best be examined during resting EEG. Reference [36] found correlations and coupling between central frequency and eye-closed resting EEG powers and resting cerebral perfusion in ASL healthy adults. They investigated that low frequency band powers correlating to perfusion predominant negatively whereas the middle and high bands predominant positively. The correlation analysis on EEG resting state and ASL data was examined in local, global and whole brain, where low frequency band such as delta demonstrate negative correlation whereas middle and high bands such as alpha, beta and gamma demonstrate positive correlations. The positive correlation indicates that high resting alpha powers show high perfusion in brain regions than subjects with low alpha power consistent with previous studies of EEG-fMRI of negative and positive correlations [37] - [41] .
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. DATA SET
The dataset regarding eye open (EO) and eyes-closed (EC) during resting state was taken from Neurophysiological Biomarker Toolbox which is acquired according to the procedure described by [36] and used by [3] . The data consists of 16 healthy volunteers (ten females, median age 27 years, range having no history of neurological or psychiatric illness use or abuse of psychotropic medication an illegal substance. The subjects were refrained from consuming alcohol, caffeine and nicotine at least six hours before conducting the experiment. Using two brain amplifiers (Brain Products, Munich, Germany) being connected to the EEG monitor via optical fibers used to record the EEG with a DC mode with resolution of 0.1µV, 250 Hz low pass filter. A standard 10-20 electrode system was used to acquire the data. The data of 2.5 min EC and EC during resting state was down sampled to 200Hz. The subjects were also instructed to remain awake, calm and relax. Moreover, the subjects were additionally instructed for both conditions. Using semi-automated methods, eye blinking and other artifacts are removed.
B. TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
The brain dynamics are non-stationary, non-linear and highly complex. To understand full dynamics of these signals, time domain methods merely may not provide complete information for which spectral analysis is desired. However, [42] analyzed and pointed out that using Fourier Transforms, there are several problems when the frequency components either lie inside or outside the detectable frequency ranges. They also observed that in case of non-stationary times series using Fourier Transform, the sine and cosines of the transform may have unchanging frequencies and amplitudes with times and thus FT can only be analyzed where these properties don't change with time. Using wavelet, there are two features that make the wavelet to provide an optimal time-frequency resolution. An adaptive window size can detect a range of frequencies. The weighting function ensures more contribution of points near to centre as the amplitude of window function drops to zero near the windows edges.
Fourier analysis has been used in many studies, however, wavelet transform (WT) is better than Fourier transform when our analysis of interest is in smaller frequency range, we therefore employed continuous wavelet transform which inherent time-variability and non-stationarity of physiological signals [43] , [44] . Moreover, WT gives logarithmic frequency resolution (may not be achieved using FT) as reflected in Figure 3 , more appropriate to represent low frequency spectral structure [45] - [50] . In resting state study, lower frequency waves such as delta, theta and alpha are of greater importance, because during resting states, these waves are activated and alpha is considered as a source of origination. Moreover, wavelet phase was calculated instead of amplitude for computing power, coherence and coupling. In living systems, amplitude dynamics are often multidimensional being more complicated in analyzing the dynamics. In contrast, phase dynamics of periodic process in these systems is determined in single dimensional observable may be employed easily to extract and detect the dynamics in the data. The research reveals that several distinct neural oscillations of brain activities manifest themselves within the specified frequency range [26] . These signals are periodic underlying oscillatory processes and their interaction can effectively have been studied using phase dynamics [51] and leads to extract phase to phase cross frequency couplings [33] , [52] .
Time domain decomposition methods give several advantages where Fourier Transform (FT) may fail. However, there are spectral decomposition methods which may be effectively employed to analyze a time series of a complex system [42] , [53] . The spectral analysis using wavelet transform gives several advantages of combined studying the time and frequency domain in contrast to traditional FT. Thus, using time-frequency analysis we can quantify and identify the oscillatory components present in a signal by usually projecting the signal in the time-frequency plane by simultaneously analyzing both the time and frequency properties i.e. by tracking the frequency contents in time which are present in nonstationary and multicomponent time series and characterizing time-varying spectral properties. These projections in time-frequency plan are called time-frequency representations (TFRs) and among different types exact projection is carried out depending upon the application. The real-life signals contain the oscillatory components with time-varying frequency and /or amplitude thus can be best analyzed using time-frequency analysis approach. There are several studies examined for time-frequency analysis for example heart beat by [54] - [57] that contain cardiac frequency around 1 Hz difficult to analyze by time or frequency domain alone and also time-frequency analysis is most powerful tool for analysis in almost every field of science ranging from signal and image VOLUME 6, 2018 processing, geophysics, finance and life sciences as currently investigated by [57] and [58] . TFR has generally two main classes i.e. linear and quadratic TFRs, but this study will follow the linear TFRs such as wavelet transform (WT) and windowed wavelet transform (WFT) as they are easily interpretable in account of being additive and individual components can be extracted and reconstructed by using linear TFRs which is being problematic for quadratic representations. In summary, the time-frequency domain analysis has several advantages over time or frequency domain alone by analyzing huge amount of information. In time-frequency plane, we can know the frequency of an oscillation at every point in time that is influenced by time dependent component. Thus, in phase space, the complexity and frequency domain may fail to interpret the useful information of non-autonomous system [42] .
1) WAVELET
Using windowing function, wavelet is known as different form of decomposition to Empirical mode decomposition (EMD). The main advantage of using wavelet function is that, it provides optimal time-frequency localization by identifying the frequency of component at any given instant of time for any desired frequency range with high accuracy using mother wavelet [59] . The frequency response is obtained by stretching or compressing the wavelet function.
The wavelet characteristics frequency is is the basis of Fourier Transform. Here, central frequency parameter is denoted by ω o providing the time-frequency resolution of wavelet. Good time but bad frequency resolution is obtained for low value of ω o , whereas high value gives good frequency but bad time resolution. A high harmonic problem can be encountered using wavelet transform like the Fourier transform, however due to its ability to get time dependent phase information can detect the relation between two oscillations caused by nonlinearity may encounter same problems of high harmonics as by Fourier transform, however due to its ability to obtain time dependent phase information it can detect the relation between two oscillations and can identify the harmonics caused by nonlinearity. Another major difference of Morlet wavelet than Fourier transform is that Morlet is continuous transform having different power spectrum but same amplitude can be computed as:
Likewise, a significant improvement of WT over STFT is the use of logarithmic scale while STFT use linear scale. Due to this characteristic, the low frequency can be divided into many more coefficients thereby distinguishing many nonstationary low frequency components may be merged in same frequency interval using STFT. Thus, by convolving the complex wavelet of equation 1), the wavelet transform of given time series with scale s is obtained as follow:
The Morlet wavelet transform as defined in Eq. 1) was applied on EEG data during resting state with EC and EO conditions. In this study, centrail frequency of ω o = 2 and rescaling in increments of 5% between s = 0.5 and 80 Hz was used. At a given time scale, the time and frequency resolution of the transform was determined by center frequency of mother wavelet. In frequency space, the wavelet width is proportional to rescaled frequency f 0 s of wavelete whereas, the time scale is proportional to rescaled period (s) thereby giving the logarithmic resolution. The comlex wavelet convolution at each scale in the series is denoted by W (s, t) by producing a matrix of complex values. A matrix of complex values is obtained containing relative phase and absolute amplitude for each frequency component at each point. In practice, this operation is discretized both in time and frequency. In frequency domain, the wavelet acts as filter with Gaussian profile and phase is same as Hilbert phase of the filtered signal at each point in time of the wavelet transform which has also the capability to find the lowest frequency consistently.
2) WAVELET PHASE COHERENCE
Consider a complex spectral function with time t n and frequency ω k i.e. X (t n ) = p(t n ) + iq(t n ) which is denoting the spectral property of signal x(t) in the time-frequency domain. The amplitude |X (ω k , t n ) | = p 2 (t n ) + q 2 (t n ) and phase ϕ(t n ) = arctan p(t n ) q(t n ) are calculated for each signal t n and frequency ω k . Similarly, we can caculate the phases for two signals as ϕ 1 (t n ) = arctan
By averaging the coefficients cos ϕ k,n and sin ϕ k,n in time for whole length of time series, time-averaged wavelet phase coherence as computed by [60] .
The wavelet values of equations (5) can be replaced with a normalized phasor as defined by [18] and [19] . The averaged phase coherence is defined as:
We can find E(π p ) to compute the autocorrelation and G k statistics using W k (t n ) of the unit phasor for the new time series. The phase coherence between two signals is represented in form of correlation between their components characterized by their phase and amplitude. When the correlation between the envelops increases then the coherence also increrases and phase difference has small variations in time. The applications such as respiration or heartbeat may produce amplitude modulation, thus one may exclude such sources of coherence and focus on phase only [61] .
3) CROSS FREQUENCY COUPLING (CFC) a: Pre-Processing
In order to compute the cross frequency coupling analysis [27] , [33] , [62] , we require to extract the different frequency oscillatory intervals from EEG signals. Thus, using the application of Butterworth filters and finite impulsive response, the signals are filtered as: δ (0.4 − 4 Hz) , θ (4 − 7.5 Hz) , α (7.5 − 14 Hz) , β (14 − 22 Hz) and γ (22 − 80 Hz) intervals also reflected in Figures 1 and 2 for further processing.
To measure and quantify the phase-phase coupling, we first require to define the phase of the signal quantitatively. There are various approaches used in the literature to estimate the phase of an oscillator as proposed by [63] such as peak detection, Wavelet Transform and Hilbert transform. We have estimated the phase of our oscillators using Hilbert transform originally developed by Gabor (1946) and brought into the context of synchronization by [64] and [65] .
b: Coupling Function
Let us consider two coupled oscillators to understand the interaction between two unidirectional coupled oscillators [65] , [66] with phases ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 . The natural autonomous frequencies of first and second oscillaotrs are denoted by ω 1,2 and f 2 is a coupling function added to the frequency of second oscillator. The second oscillator is influenced by the natural frequency of this coupling function depending on its magnitude values either decelerating or accelerating the second oscillator. The physics literature reveals this coupling is known as interaction between oscillators while biology literature indicate that it shows the correlation between them i.e. due to phase locking [15] . The protophases ϑ is obtained using Hilbert transform, which is further transformed to true phases ϕ [65] , [66] and uniformly grows in time. Consider the functional influence of different coupling functions such as delta-alpha, alphagamma, theta-alpha and theta-gamma waves for each case i.e. which wave dominate or influence the other wave. The delta waves are deep sleep in adult and waking in young adults whereas gamma waves are associated with memory, attention and sensory processing. Keeping the property of VOLUME 6, 2018 phase-dynamics [65] , [66] , the system of stochastic differential equation can be defined as.
Where ω α,γ are the frequencies of oscillators, f α,γ , coupling functions, ϕ δ,α,θ,γ represents the corresponding angles and ξ α,γ represents the stochastic part modeled as Gaussian and White noise where the natural frequency is affected by the coupling influence of each corresponding oscillator.
The differential equation 7) can be decomposed into Fourier components as [65] and [66] :
The cross frequency coupling from phase oscillators is to be inferred from Bayesian approach [65] , [66] . Let us consider a time series
where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . .., M from which phase dynamics are extracted [67] . By employing the Dynamic Bayesian inference approach, a set of model parameters M = {c
k denote the coupling and N r,s denote the noise matrix. Subsequently, using Bayes' theorem, we can infer the unknown model parameter M from X by computing posterior density p X (M |X ), given a prior density p prior (M ) that integrate the prior knowledge of unknown parameters based on observations and likelihood function l(X |M ) i.e. the conditional probability density to observe X given choice of unknown dynamical model M:
For small sampling step h i.e. high sampling frequency, the phase dynamics in equation 10) using Euler midpoint discretization can be well approximated as:
Where z m is the stochastic integral of the noise term over time i.e.
Here H denote the Cholesky decomposition of noise matrix N and ξ m is normally distributed random variable vector. The joint probability density of z m is used to calculate the joint probability density of process in respect of Thus, the negative log-likelihood function S = − ln (X |M ) is then expressed as
By considering prior probability of parameter M as multivariate normal distribution, and considering the quadratic form of log-likelihood (10), thus posterior probability will also be multivariate normal distribution. Thus, parameter c with particular distribution, mean c and covariance matrix prior ≡∈ −1 prior , the stationary point S can be recursively computed using the below equations:
(a) The Noise matrix N
Where the summation over the repeated indices i.e. m = 1, 2, . . . ..M is assumed. By evaluating the equation 13 (a-d), the multivariate posterior probability is then computed that defines explicitly the probability density function M X (c|c, ∈) of each parameter set of dynamical model equation (9) .
The information is then inferred through a stream of successive blocks coming from the time series. By evaluating the previous block of data i.e. using informative prior, the equation (13) is computed. The information is propagated at each iteration between the current prior and data windows, also depends on previous posterior as the first initial prior contain no information and set to flat normal distribution with ∈ prior = 0 andc prior = 0. The networks are handled by propagating the information explicitly between consecutive block of data that is characterized by time-variable interacting dynamics. By convolving the current posterior with the current diffusion matrix m diff ., the covariance matrix of next prior is thus computed by illustrating that how much parameters can change:
d
: Quantification of coupling
From inferred parameter c, using dynamic Bayesian inference approach, certain characteristics of coupling function are quantified either by computing and comparing different coupling mechanisms or quantitative measures.
e: Coupling strength
To compute the phase-phase cross frequency coupling, we need to compute the coupling strength in terms of parameter c estimated using the Bayesian dynamics inference approach. This coupling strength is extracted from the phase dynamics of a time series, which corresponds to the coupling amplitude. Here, we aim to compute different CFCs from 16 subjects of EEG sigmals during resting state with EC and EO conditions from selected 19 electrodes. Mathematically, the coupling strength is calculated using the Euclidean norm of inferred parameters that corresponds to Fourier components of the coupling to oscillator ϕ i from combination of oscillators ρ i.e.
If we have one oscillator, then there are 2 × K elements and the coupling strength is indexed into c part out of c (i) vector, similarly, two oscillators are composed of 2 2 × K 2 elements and coupling strength is indexed into c (i) part of vector and accordingly, similarly if there are more than two oscillators, the same will happen further.
III. RESULTS
In this study, the Morlet mother wavelet with f 0 = 2, lowest frequency, highest frequency ranges [0.5 -80 Hz] are used to represnet each frequency oscillations such as delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma. From the phase of each EC and EO conditions, the wavelet phase coherence was calculated from EEG signals during resting state from selected electrodes such as central (C3, C4, Cz), frontal (F3, F4, F7, F8, Fp1, Fp2, Fz), occipital (O1, O2), parietal (P3, P4, Pz, P7, P8), and temporal (T7, T8) according to 10-20 system among all possible pairs, the wavelelt transform was used to compute the phase in each case.
Using the Electroencephalographic (EEG) signals, the brain's electrophysiological activities are computed which are nonlinear in nature. The brain's coherent activities are not only seen during explicity tasks but also found during resting states. This study is aimed to investigate the wavelet based phase coherence and coupling during resting state in EEG signals with EC and EO conditions. The wavelet powers, coherence and coupling both in temporal and spatial scales are computed.
The one direction of this study is aimed to extricate the arousal and activation in EEG activity during resting state in healthy individuals with EC and EO effecting the physiological behavior and response in a different way. The arousal is related to widespread activity whereas activation to task specific i.e. reflected topographically for regional processing. We computed the topographs in form of absolute powers to examine the impact that which brain regions are found in reduced activity in each frequency band. We also measured EEG topography and powers level for each frequency band. The EC and EO during resting state are contributing from separate processes (i.e. focal processing effects versus global arousal changes) affecting the EEG by computing average powers using FFT [68] . Similar to other physiological time series data, EEG signals are typically nonstationary and Fourier Transform is not suitable for manipulating nonstationary data. In this study, wavelet transform is used due to its emergence over past recent years as a powerful tool to manipulate nonstationary time series data [65] , [66] . The absolute wavelet powers were computed in each frequency band using wavelet and the spatial topographic effects are also examined in EEG with EC and EO during resting state. Thus, possible differences of arousal and / processing with these conditions are examined. Moreover, the alphsa reduction activity was also studied from EC to EO condition with topographic changes in each frequency band. The wavelet powers for both EC and EO during resting state are computed with significance levels as: * * * strictly significant (p < 0.001), * * very significant (0.001 <= p < 0.01), * just significant (0.01 <= p < 0.05) and ∼ almost significant (0.05 <= p < 0.1).
The aim of this study was to investigate the wavelet phase coherence by computing topographic and frequency structure. To explore how neural activity is coordinated across different spatial and temporal scales using CFC in different frequency bands for detecting epileptic seizures, differentiating alcoholic and non-alcoholic subjects and to develop deeper understanding EC and EO dynamics. The wavelet powers were computed for each frequency band. Moreover, wavelet coherence was computed to see the degree of correlation between different electordies in each frequency band. The spatial wavelet coherence and cross frequency coupling was computed to investigate the spatial relation and coupling among different brain regions. During alpha brain waves, a saggital and lateral correlation was obtained. Whereas delta-alpha and theta-alpha shows stronger coupling during these states. Moreover, coupling strength to compute CFC was computed using Bayesian inference approach as employed by [65] , which has the ability to infer the dynamics of a system under consideration is not isolated but is influenced by other processes and environment which are weakly coupled.
Using patial Wavelet phase coherence, the specific statistically significant pairs with EC > EO in alpha band are central (C4-Cz, Cz-C4), centro-frontal (C4-Fp2, Cz-F3, Cz-F4, Cz-Fp2, Cz-Fz), centro-occipital (Cz-O1), frontal (F3-F4, F3-F8, F3-Fp2, F4-F3,F4-F7 P7-F3, F7-Fp1, F7-Fp2,P7-Fz,P8-F4,P8-Fp2,P8-Fz), parietooccipital (P4-O1) and temporo-frontal (T8-Fp1) region. Similarly when the EO > EC, the significant coherent pairs in alpha band are centro-frontal (C3-F8, C4-F7), Centro-parietal (C3-P3, C3-P7, C4-P4), Centro-temporal (C3-T7, C4-T7), fronto-central (F8-C3, F7-C4), parietocentral (P3-C3, P7-C3, P4-C4). Similarly, the significant coherent pairs (during EC > EO and EO > EC) in the beta and gamma bands as reflected in Figure 10 (a-d) . The other frequency bands exhibit low coherence as refelected in the Figure 10 (a-d) in delta, theta, beta and gamma frequency bands.
Using paired t-test statistically significant results are obtained in each frequency bands such as delta, theta, alpha and beta in maximum electrodes except gamma band with few electrodes only as showed in the Figures 5 to 9 . In delta band the electrodes C3, F7, T8 and P8 gives very significant results; the electrodes F3, Fp1, Fz, O1, P4 and P7 gives just significant results; the electrodes C4 and Cz found almost significant and the electrodes F4, F8, Fp2, O2, P3, Pz and T8 exhibits no significant results.
In theta beta only P8 gives strictly significance result; the electrodes C3, C4, F3, F7, Fz, O1, P4, T7 and P7 gives very significant results; Cz, F4, O2 and P3 exhibit just significance results; whereas Fp1, Fp2 and T8 are found almost significant and only two electrodes F8 and Pz are found not significant in this band.
Alpha band was the band where all the electrodes are found significant and maximum electrodes found strictly significant. The electrodes F3, F7, F8, Fp2, O1, P4, T8, P7, P8 are among the electrodes exhibiting strictly significant results; the electrodes C3, C4, Cz, F4, Fp1, Fz, O2, P3 and T7 are found statistically very significant and only one electrode Pz found just significant.
Only one electrode P8 in beta band gives strictly significant results; other electrodes F7, O2, P4 and P7 are found statistically very significant; where the electrodes C4, Cz, F3, Fz, O1, P3, T7, T8 exhibits just significant results; the only two electrodes C3 and F4 gives almost significant results and F8, Fp1, Fp2 and Pz electrodes are not found significant.
The P8 electrodes just significant and P7 almost significant were found in gamma band and no other electrodes exhibit significant result.
A. WAVELET PHASE COHERENCE (WPC)
In resting state EEG, the neurophysiological researcher emphasis much attention to examine the functional connectivity in different brain regions. The functional connectivity is measured using EEG coherence. Coherence is the measure of phase difference between two oscillations when oscillations synchronized (phase-locked) i.e. phase difference remains constant or varies. Two oscillations recorded at two different locations can be measured using coherence as linear synchronization. Thus, it is a measure that statistically agrees with average phase difference weighted by amplitude between two signals measured over time and specific frequency. Coherence value 1 indicates the perfect agreement and 0 means the completely random phase difference. The maximum coherence between different pairs in each frequenc band are depicted in Table 1 . In this work, we have considered the phase relation rather than amplitude to measure the coherence between pairs of locations. Phase relation is more sensitive connectivity measure than amplitude because a group of neurons communicate as oscillatory pattern behavior as studied by [69] . The neural functions and connectivity patterns are specific to neural activity thus using EEG coherence; the topographic relations as function of frequency are assessed. By computing EEG coherence measures, we can measure the functional aspects of connectivity during neural communication. Following are the results of spatial wavelet phase coherence.
Moreover, we have computed the spatial wavelet phase coherence in each frequency band as reflected in Figure 10(a-d) . The coupling in most of the case was stronger in EC than in EO conditions. In delta, theta, beta and gamma bands, only fewer electrodes exhibit the significant results. The alpha band exhibit highly significant results in most of the electrodes. The distribution of coherence was from anterior to posterior brain regions i.e. sagita factor and perpendicular to this factor. This maximum distribution of significant results using alpha band indicates that alpha wave is source of generation during resting state EEG. In this study, we have extended the previous work [70] by compuing wavelet powers reflected in Figure 4 to 9, spatial wavelet coherence in each frequency band Figure 10 (a-d) and spatial cross frequency coupling Figure 11(a-f) . The maximum coherence between each pair of electrodes in each frequeny band was also computed.
The Table 1 reflects the maximum coherence computed between pairs of electrodes in each frequency band during EC and EO. The greater coherence was obtained in frontal and parietal electrodes. Moreover, it was found higher in pair of electrodes in alpha frequency band, which also gives maximum electrodies shows significane in spatial scales than other frequency bands. It was also observed that coherence decreases as the distance between electrodes increases. In delta band, pairwise maximum coherence was observed in frontal regions (Fp1-Fz, Fp2-Fz, Fz-Fp2) during EC whereas during EO it was found in parietal regions (P3-P7, P7-P3). In theta band pairwise, highest coherence during EC was shown in frontal regions (F3-Fp1, F4-Fz, Fp1-F3, Fp2-Fz, Fz-Fp2) and during EO it was found maximum in frontal regions (F4-Fz, Fz-F4), Parietal region (P3-P7, P7-P3). Similarly, in beta band, the maximum pairwise coherence was found during EC in frontal regions (F3-Fp1, F3-Fz, Fp1-Fz, Fp2-Fz, Fz-Fp2), parietal regions (P3-P7, P4-P8, P7-P3, P8-P4) and during EO it was found maximum in Parietal regions (P3-P7, P4-P8, P7-P3, P8-P4). Moreover, in gamma band only few pairs are found where maximum coherence was obtained. During EC it was found maximum in Frontal region (Fp2-Fz), Parietal region (P3-P7, P7-P3) and during EO it was found maximum in Parietal region (P3-P7, P7-P8). The maximum pairwise coherence was found directed in each frequency band and pair of electrodes. 
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The spatial distribution of wavelet powers is found higher in EC than in EO in each frequency band and electrode which is consistent with the previous studies [68] . During resting state EEG, devoid of stimulation or task in the five bands during EC is found as set of regional spectral activities, these spatial regional powers distributions are consistent with the previous studies [20] . Moreover, EEG powers are widely distributed during resting state networks are characterized by EEG involving the different brain rhythms as investigated by [71] . Thus, not only spectral but spatial characteristics of EEG are necessary to examine. The spatial nature is important to examine the EEG powers in understanding the underlying activities in form of structural functional relation. As in delta, the power was distributed in prefrontal and occipital regions may indicate the metabolic and functional significance. Researcher [72] investigated that EEG is associated with cerebral metabolic rates for which 65 percent of variations are found in delta powers. [73] found delta power correlations with brain atrophy in Alzheimer's disease patients. Moreover, delta amplitude (2-4 Hz) was found in MCI and AD patients with prefrontal white matter [73] . The cerebral metabolic rate was reported by [72] in theta power with 53 percent of variance over age span. In our findings the theta power was distributed in fronto-occipital region consistent with the previous studies fronto-midline EEG theta activity [74] , anterior cingulate cortex and/ prefrontal cortex in monkey [74] - [76] , attention [77] , [78] , memory [74] , perception [79] , emotion [79] and cognitive aging [80] . The alpha powers are found dominant in prefrontal and posterior regions. There are findings in EEG literature regarding lower and upper alpha revealing brain rhythms are found in distinct cortical areas such as sleep spindle from thalamas, visual alpha in perceptual function from occipital lobes [81] . The spectral powers changes are observed with complex and consorted EEG changes from EC to EO in different brain regions. As during resting state, there are no task or instructions given to the subject, thus these changes intrinsically from EC to EO state are observed may due to the physiological visual processing and visual perception in seeing etc.
Researchers [32] , [73] , [82] reported that EEG power in normal adults during resting state was dominant in theta and alpha band, but shifted to beta band during activity. Reference [68] in his work computed EEG powers differences in children as function of resting state arousal level. He found that delta relative power showed a strong frontal topography and frontal and posterior regions have reflected greater significance activity. Frontal and posterior regions during theta relative power exhibit greater activity. Central regions activity was observed greater than frontal-posterior regions for which a centro-frontal distribution was observed. Overall, a strong midline fronto-central distribution during theta relative power was observed. A strong relative alpha power was seen in posterior regions as maximum that was evidence in elevated posterior in comparison to frontal activity. Moreover, during alpha relative power, a reduced central activity was seen compared to frontal-posterior activity. Likewise, beta relative power showed a relatively greater activity in VOLUME 6, 2018 frontal region rather than posterior region and more left hemisphere activity than right hemisphere. An overall relatively greater fronto-lateral activity was observed during beta relative power. It is observed in the early researches that an increased activity was found in specific task related regions, e.g. for reading an increased activity was observed in parietal regions of both hemispheres [68] .
A. CROSS FREQUENCY COUPLING
We have computed the spatial couplings for each possible frequency band combination for which the coupling strengths and its implications either in EC or EO are reflected in Figure 11 (a-f) . The strongest CFC was observed between and within delta and alpha, delta and theta frequencies using both temporal and spatial scales. These different CFCs show that there are different neuronal interactions at work. The Figure 11 (a-f) exhibit the spatial CFC such as (a) CFC type such as delta-alpha to alpha, delta-theta to theta, thetaalpha to alpha, theta-beta to beta, theta-gamma to gamma, alpha-gamma to gamma, alpha-beta to beta, beta-gamma to gamma, delta-beta to beta, delta-gamma to gamma (b) during eye closed, (c) during eye open and significance using paired t-test (d) self-coupling, (e) direct coupling and (f) common coupling in each case. The brain maps with connection are shown with arrow indicating the dominance or direction of coupling, which is usually seen as posterioranterior or anterior to posterior during EC and EO conditions. The strongest spatial CFC was found in theta-alpha and delta-alpha whereas, alpha-gamma, theta-gamma and delta-gamma also exhibit moderate coupling in each self, direct and common coupling.
The CFC plays an important role of communication, learning, decision making and neuronal computation. The internal cognitive events and external sensory inputs are entrained by low brain rhythms, whereas local cortical processing activities are reflected by high brain rhythms. Thus, CFC can transfer information over large scale network and integrate functional systems across multiple spatiotemporal scales. In the large brain networks, the neuronal oscillations play a role in communication, integration and computation of information. Different spatial scale recordings reflect the simultaneous activity of multiple cortical areas ranging from single spike to local field potential (LFP) as synchronized population activity recording from microelectrodes by reflecting activity of serval ten thousands nerve cells to Electrocorticogram (ECoG) which is recorded from clinical macro electrodes and reflects the activity of several millions cells to noninvasive e.g. EEG, EMG.
The distributed networks have interactions among several brain regions due to several differences and variations have been observed in reasoning and intelligence [83] as reflected in parieto-frontal integration theory (P-FIT). This indicates that even intelligence is also not attributed to a single brain region. Reference [84] has previously investigated that the central nervous system activity is coordinated as core mechanism by neural oscillations that bridge the gaps from single neuron to cell assemblies and cortical networks. In the distributed networks, oscillatory activities are synchronized by providing a mean to temporally coordinate VOLUME 6, 2018 the neural activity [26] . Thus, local processing is usually reflected by fast oscillations such as gamma range [2] and long range information is integrated by slow oscillations such as alpha range [85] . The neural network is characterized as small-world network [86] which is connected by local neural network ('fast oscillations') accompanied by a small fraction of long-range connection ('slow oscillations') by coordinating the distant and local networks thereby reducing the distant cell assemblies connections [26] .
Alpha oscillations as investigated by [78] , [82] , [87] , [88] considered as mean to integrate the higher order information through the functional inhibition timing via top-down control provides temporal frames for neuronal interactions. Hence, [89] proposed that faster alteration between eye open and close states is due to faster Individual Alpha Frequency (IAF) for information transfer, thus across the brain regions efficiently more information is integrated.
In dynamical systems the information flow converges or diverges in state space and is integrated or communicated between different cells assemblies termed as CFC. This process allows different oscillatory systems to communicate in accurate time, control and distribute the information flows in cell assemblies [25] and promote spatial brain integration in different dimensions [26] , [28] , [90] . Cross Frequency (CFC) is a mechanism to integrate different distinct frequencies to a more regulatory structure by interacting between different frequency bands. During CFC, the phase is synchronized which is playing different functions in brain including phase coupling in different brain areas, samefrequency, cross location and regulate the inter-area communication whereas cross-frequency, same location for global communication. When the exact frequencies are coupled together it means that the independent coupling channels coexist simultaneously during activity. By computing coupling strength, we aimed to have CFC to modulate effectively the distinct functional networks with temporal resolution. The couplings strengths are calculated from partial components namely self, direct and common couplings.
Different CFCs in the literature are discussed as:
Using delta/theta to alpha CFC, an extensive coupling was obtained over the head at centro-parietal brain regions [91] . A widespread phase coupling of delta-alpha and delta-theta rhythms was observed where delta oscillations are phase coupled to theta and alpha oscillations in different brain regions such as posterior, central, and right parietal etc. [52] . In this study, we found delta-alpha (phase-phase) CFC in EEG signals during resting state. We found coupling in frontal, and parieto occipital brain regions and seen connected via larger brain networks, which shows that there exist a mechanisim of direct communication in these brain regions in different cell assemblies. Moreover, coupling was seen asymmetric from posterior-occipital to frontal regions especially during EC condition an inverse delta-alpha coupling was obtained during EO condition.
2) THETA/ALPHA-GAMMA CFC
The interaction between different frequencies have been found in many previous studies. The lower oscillatins (theta, alpha) due to low frequency drive the network over large distance, while the fast oscillations (gamma) due to higher frequency get synchronized the cell assemblies over short spatial scales [33] . The theta/alpha-gamma interactions studied by [91] reveal that there is phase-amplitude CFC in different manners vary across brain areas during task-relevant manner and quickly changes in response to sensory, motor, and cognitive events and during learning tasks. Moreover, in brain rhythms, this CFC was observed as distinct, and varies across function of cortical areas and task demands. For example, a higher theta-gamma CFC was found during auditory tasks than alpha-gamma at the anterior sites, while found equal across cortex. Moroever, anterior alpha-gamma, CFC was found smaller than posterior alpha-gamma CFC. Similarly, during visual tasks, the alpha-gamma CFC was found greater than theta-gamma CFC and observed at posterior electrodes. Moreover, the theta-alpha phase detection coupling was recently studied in the frequency ranges (4-13 Hz) by [27] , [52] , [92] , and [93] .
In the recent studies, there is also an evidence of posterior alpha oscillations in the frequency range 8-13 Hz that prioritize the unattended visual input. Reference [62] found an alpha-gamma phase-amplitude CFC, where alpha-phase was phase locked by gamma-amplitude modulated activity. Moreover, [52] found alpha-theta CFC in epilepsy patients estimated in different visual and non-visual tasks where gamma amplitude was phase locked by anterior frontal theta phase in non-visual task and occipital alpha phase in visual task. From these investigations, it is evident that high frequency gamma is modulated by low frequency alpha and theta phase and varied in the epilepsy patients with respect to task modularity and brain function. The information flow between and within the cell assemblies are evident for learning processes from the early investigation of Karl Lashley in 1920 where the memory was traced in cerebral cortex and examined the active and inactive distribution of synapses [94] . The Theory of Cell Assemblies was developed by [35] on the concept of firing and excitation persistence. Thus, single idea or information flow are integrated into a common network or thinking process when the cell assemblies separately communities with each other. Reference [52] investigated different CFC for selected electrodes O1 and Fp1 and found strongest CFC in delta and theta where this cross frequency coupling was found moderate in delta and alpha and connection are going from posterior to anterior. Moreover, they found strongest CFC between EO and EC in delta and alpha bands and also observed CF interactions in theta and beta bands. These different Cross frequency synchronizations or coupling patterns indicate the presence of different neural mechanisms are at work. The CFC was also observed stronger in EC than in EO conditions. Alpha desynchronization during EO condition is usually associated with brain activation caused by external resulting from the increased external stimulation due to visual input or eye input [95] , [96] . Besides, the CFC and spectral coherence during brain activation are reduced through opening of eyes and different CFC patterns between different frequencies and electrodes are evoked indicate the presence of different process are at work. Likewise, the long range and short rage connectivity are reduced in strength through opening of eyes. These different CFC interactions are investigated to understand the complex neuronal dynamics networks. These neuronal cell assemblies are synchronously oscillating in different frequencies by providing a base for integration of information in brain network. Thus, information flow is integrated in a common network through communication of different cell assemblies. Thus, CFC is a mean to allow accurate timings in different oscillatory rhythms and reintegrate the separated information.
In these networks of interacting oscillators, we have used dynamical Bayesian inference approach that is capable of detecting the effective phase connectivity within networks subject to noise of time-evolving coupled phase oscillator. Networks coupling inference between oscillators have been determined using various methods such as coupling, correlation measures etc., but these methods did not provide the information about the coupling function and functional influence, thus CFC using dynamical Bayesian inference approach is proposed. The coupling functions determine the possible transitions between oscillators. We have applied this method to set of multichannel EEG from 19 probes obtained according to 10-20 system. We have computed the coupling strength such as self, direct and common for each possible CFC combinations as their significance spatial coupling maps are shown in Figure 11 (a-f). We have observed the distribution of coupling strength represented in form of lines and red color denote EC coupling greater than EO and blue indicate the EO coupling higher than EC where the significant results are obtained. To understand the coupling influences consider two oscillators x 1 , x 2 , when the first oscillator is not influenced by the second oscillator and time-varying natural frequency, it is termed as self-coupling e.g. x 1 → x 1 or x 2 → x 2 , whereas in case of direct coupling, the second oscillator is influenced by first oscillator or first is influenced by second oscillator. e.g. x 1 → x 2 or x 2 → x 1 . In case of common coupling any oscillator may be influenced by the combined effect of these two oscillators e.g.
In application of multichannel EEG following couplings are computed:
The spatial cross frequency coupling based on coupling strength which gives the stronger coupling includes (i) delta-alpha to alpha (δ, α → α) coupling contains self-coupling α → α, direct coupling δ → α and common coupling δ + α → α. (ii) theta-alpha to alpha (θ, α → α) coupling contains self-coupling α → α, direct coupling θ → α and common coupling θ + α → α. Moreover, the cross frequency couplings which give the moderate couplings are (i) alpha-gamma to gamma (α, γ → γ ) coupling including self-coupling as γ → γ , direct coupling α → γ and common coupling as α + γ → γ , (ii) theta-gamma to gamma (θ, γ → γ ) coupling containing self-coupling γ → γ , direct coupling θ → γ and common coupling θ + γ → γ and (iii) delta-gamma to gamma (δ, γ → γ ) coupling which contain self-coupling γ → γ , direct coupling δ → γ and common coupling as δ + γ → γ . The other possible combinations of CFCs are not found at more level of significance. For direct coupling δ → α, delta influence alpha activity whereas common coupling δ + α → α both delta and alpha collective influence the alpha activity. These influences for all possible coupling combinations can be clearly observed in Figure 11 (a-f) .
In δ, α → α coupling, δ waves can influence α activity which is related to information processing [82] where δ waves are deep sleep in adults [97] and still awake in young subjects. Moreover, α, γ → γ and θ, γ → γ coupling functions the coupling in γ interval is associated with attention, memory and sensory processing [98] , where θ → γ is related to memory tasks and α → γ is found predominant in attention related activities [25] , [33] . Likewise, in θ, α → γ coupling, θ activity is related to recurrent co-activation between anterior cingulate and frontal cortex [68] and/ hippocampus [29] , [99] and usually have front central distribution. In contrast, α activity is more dominant in posterior regions during visual tasks [78] .
A stronger EC coupling was obtained in most of the cases than EO condition using delta-alpha to alpha and theta-alpha to alpha CFC, whereas only fewer cases shows EO stronger coupling than EC. A stronger EC coupling using delta-alpha to alpha CFC was found at temporo-central, centro-occipital and few frontal and parietal brain regions; only few stronger connection using theta-alpha coupling are found such as frontal, fronto-occipital, fronto-central, occipito-central, fronto-parietal. The researcher [52] found that using delta-alpha CFC connections were obtained which are going from anterior to posterior, where alpha was modulated by delta wave and using an inverse CFC modulation was obtained using cross Bispectrum (cBIS) from alpha to delta. An anterior to posterior CFC was obtained in 10-2 Hz frequency modulation which was predominant in both EC and EO conditions, whereas an anterior to posterior CFC was found in case of EO in case of 2-10 Hz and in case of EC a mixed or inverse CFC was observed as posterior to anterior or anterior. Moreover, different alpha-delta or delta-alpha CFC directions are dependent upon the location of generation of alpha and delta generator. Previous studies [76] , [100] also showed that alpha oscillations have anterior and posterior origins whereas delta oscillations have an anterior origin. The frequency generation origin and coupling directions can help to investigate different types of CFCs at larger scales particularly when alpha wave is involved. A posterior to anterior direction coupling using alpha oscillation was obtained which is an indication that alpha frequency is a generator on other brain origins. This coupling was found large during EC may be due to inhibition as reported in the literature [33] , [78] , [95] , [96] . VOLUME 6, 2018 The low (alpha/theta) and high frequency (gamma) phase interactions are entrained by internal cognitive processes for memory, decision making and motivation as well as external sensory and motor events [25] , [35] . The low frequency phase effects the long range communication and local computations. As LFP phase shifts spiking timing and modulate the instantaneous spike probability thereby shifting the timing of spiking and synaptic activity. The alpha/thetafrequency phase locking of neuronal spikes during cognitive processing correlates to memory performance. Likewise, the low-frequency coherence activities regulate the large-scale networks. This phase synchronization in one area might effect on large scale network through inter-regional phase locking. Thus, dynamics entertainment of low-frequency phase would have great impact on processing from single neuron to inter-regional brain functions at multiple spatial and temporal scales.
V. CONCLUSION
The understanding of the temporal and spatial dynamics of biological processes is vitally important to create a coherent and fully integrated picture of living organism. Biological signals are representative of the variability in a biological system which is necessary for clinical diagnosis and analysis of these systems. The methodological approach was used to quantify the dynamical fluctuations in neurophysiological systems. The maximum coherence pairs are computed among all possible electrode pairs' combinations and are reflected for each frequency band to see that which pair and particularly regions show high coherent activity in each frequency band during resting state network. Moreover, the absolute wavelet powers are computed for each electrode to investigate that which brain regions shows the dominant power for EC and EO and which regions shows decrease in power. Furthermore, spatial coherence is also computed to investigate the overall impact of brain neural activity by considering the sagittal factor and lateral factors activities. The results are analyzed and are found consistent with previous studies. The spatial topography in each frequency band using EEG coherence measures was investigated. The topographic features of EEG coherence exhibit the connectivity patterns strengths determined by the magnitude of coherence values in different brain regions. EEG coherence activities in different frequency bands are an indication to represent different neurophysiological sources to assess the neural activity. At frequency oscillation using spatial coherence, most of the electrodes showed significant results (when EC > EO). In this case, the coherence was found anterior-posterior regions i.e. sagittal factor (Frontal to Parietal and Central regions) while in case of EO > EC, at lateral (i.e. perpendicular to sagittal factor) coherence pairs are showed statistically significant i.e. from left hemisphere to right hemisphere and vice versa.
Using temporal and spatial coupling in resting state network, we have found greater CFC using delta-alpha and theta-alpha. The coupling was mostly observed in frontal and parieto-occipital origins and is connected through large scale coupling which may provide a mean for direct communication between these cells assemblies located in these origins. The coupling was found stronger in EC from parieto-occipital to frontal regions and in few cases, it was found stronger in EO. Moreover, alpha oscillations are generated from both posterior and anterior origins whereas delta oscillation is generated from posterior regions. Moreover, strong alpha synchronization is related to cortical deactivation or inhibition whereas strong desynchronized alpha activity reveals a state of excitability. Thus, strong delta-alpha and theta-alpha coupling observed both in spatial and temporal dynamics during resting state network that might play a crucial role in cross frequency coupling to capture the intrinsic network dynamics and play a role in exchanging information and its integration. The stronger coupling was found in delta-theta and delta-alpha frequencies in EEG with Eye open and closed during resting state by computing phase-phase CFC which is consistent with the previous studies of [52] . Other frequency bands also showed this coupling in few electrodes but those are most relevant to different tasks related activities and other brain pathologies. During eye-closed, in delta-alpha CFC the central and right parietal regions exhibit the strongest coupling. In delta-theta the frontal regions show the stronger coupling. While, other frequency coupling is found stronger such as theta-beta in left parietal and temporal, theta-gamma in prefrontal and right occipital and alpha-gamma in occipital regions. It is evident that brain oscillations are not isolated rather they interact at multiple spatial and temporal scales. The strongest coupling was found between lower and higher frequency bands such as delta-alpha and thetaalpha, while other CFC measures exhibit coupling in few electrodes only. These findings will be stimulated for future research in resting state physiology as well their transition in response to stimuli during task performance would ultimately contribute towards finding a new biomarker of diseased and healthy brain functions. Spatial and temporal phase-phase CFC and interaction between neuronal oscillations was estimated which will provide a fundamental mechanism for long rage communication between brain regions. Accordingly based on these findings, we suggest a long range neural functional connectivity and communications in brain during rest and tasks. Consequently, novel time-frequency methods such as coherence and coupling based on phase change relations and wavelet seems more robust than classical spectral method using FFT and merely amplitude modulations to analyze the nonlinear spatial and temporal dynamics in resting state networks.
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
The research reported in the present study is aimed to employ robust time-frequency coherence and coupling techniques based on wavelet phase and dynamical Bayesian inference approach to find the relationship and communication patterns between different brain regions and frequency bands in EEG signals during resting states. However, there are few limitations of the study lacks wider applications in different brain pathologies. In future, the outcome of this study can be applied to quantify dynamical fluctuations during different brain pathologies such as Alzheimer's disease, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), schizophrenia and other mental disorders. 
